Anthropology 101 (Spring 2013 only)  
Required: Essentials of Physical Anthropology  
- Author: Jurmain/Kilgore/Trevathan  
- Edition: 9/E  
- Publisher: Cengage Learning  
- ISBN: 978-1-111-83718-1  

Anthropology 102  
Required: Cultural Anthropology: The Human Challenge  
- Author: Haviland/Prins/McBride/Walrath  
- Edition: 13/E  
- Publisher: Cengage Learning  
- ISBN: 978-0-495-81082-7  

Economics 1  
Required: ECON MICRO 3  
- Author: McEachern, William  
- Edition: 2012-2013  
- Publisher: Cengage Learning  

English 101  
Required: The Composition of Everyday Life – A Guide to Writing  
- Author: Mauk, J. and Metz, J.  
- Edition: 3/E, 2010 (Paperback)  
- Publisher: Thomson Wadsworth  
- ISBN: 978-0-495-80203-7  

Recommended: Student Course Guide for the The Writer's Circle  
- Author: Martin, Diane  
- Publisher: Thomson Wadsworth  

English 102  
Required: Literature: An Introduction to Reading and Writing, Compact Edition  
- Author: Roberts, Edgar V.  
- Publisher: Prentice Hall  
- ISBN: 978-0-20-500034-0  

English 103  
Required: Inventing Arguments.  
- Author: Mauk and Metz  
- Edition: 3/E, 2013 (Paperback)  
- Publisher: Thomson Wadsworth  

Recommended: Student Course Guide for The Writer's Odyssey, 3rd Edition  
- Author: Martin, Diane  
- Publisher: Cengage Learning  
- ISBN: 978-1-133-43407-8  

Health 11  
Required: Essential Concepts for Healthy Living  
- Author: Alters, Sandra & Schiff, Wendy  
- Publisher: Jones and Bartlett  
- ISBN: 978-1-4496-5193-0  

History 11  
Required: The Unfinished Nation: A Concise History of the American People, Volume I  
- Author: Brinkley, Alan  
- Publisher: McGraw-Hill  
- ISBN: 978-0-07-728635-4  

Recommended: Distance Learning Course Study Guide for The Unfinished Nation  
- Author: Intelecom  
- Edition: 2/E, 2007  
- Publisher: Intelecom  

History 12  
Required: The Unfinished Nation: A Concise History of the American People, Volume II  
- Author: Brinkley, Alan  
- Publisher: McGraw-Hill  
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Mathematics 125
Required: Intermediate Algebra plus MyMathLab Student Starter Kit
- Author: Lial, Hornsby & McGinnis
- Publisher: Pearson

Mathematics 227 (Spring 2013 only)
Required: Elementary Statistics Technology Update Plus My Math Lab/MyStatLab
- Author: Triola, Mario
- Publisher: Pearson

Philosophy 1
Required: Fundamentals of Philosophy
- Author: Stewart, Blocker, & Petrik
- Edition: 8/E, 2012 (Paperback)
- Publisher: Pearson

Recommended: The Examined Life Telecourse Study Guide
- Author: Velasquez, Manuel & White, J.P.
- Publisher: Thomson /Wadsworth

Psychology 1
Required: Discovering Psychology
- Author: Hockenbury, Don H.; Hockenbury, Sandra E.
- Edition: 5/E, 2011(Paperback)
- Publisher: Worth Publishers
- ISBN: 978-1-4292-1650-0

Recommended: E-Z Psychology
- Author: Melucci, Nancy
- Edition: 2/E, 2010
- Publisher: Barron’s Publishing

Psychology 41
Required: Invitation to the Life Span
- Author: Berger, Kathleen S.
- Edition: 1/E, 2010 (Paperback)
- Publisher: Worth Publishers
- ISBN: 978-0-7167-5466-4

Sociology 1
Required: Society: The Basics
- Author: Macionis, John J.
- Publisher: Prentice Hall
- ISBN: 978-0-205-89891-6

Political Science 1
Required: California Government and Politics Today
- Author: Field, Mona
- Edition: 13/E, 2011
- Publisher: Longman
- ISBN: 978-0-205-79146-0

Required: We the People
- Author: Patterson, Thomas E.
- Publisher: McGraw-Hill